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Abstract 
GPME enhances the function of host agents by enabling them to develop and apply advanced 
behaviors. In this paper, we demonstrate the subset of GPME algorithms that are used to identify host 
behaviors from a time-series of perceptions about host observations and host actions. 
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1 Introduction 
Observing living beings, we can identify three broad classes of behavior; instinctive, acquired and 
deliberate. Instinctive behavior requires the least cognitive deliberation. All living beings are born 
with instinctive behaviors that need not be learned (Chouhan, Wolf, Helfrich-Förster, & Heisenberg, 
2015; Heisenberg, 2014). Deliberate behavior requires the highest degree of cognitive deliberation 
during its performance. While these behaviors can be the most complex ones a being exhibits, the 
performance of these behaviors tends to be slow, in comparison to instinctive behaviors, because of 
substantial participation of cognitive deliberation. Acquired behavior is deliberate behavior that, 
through repetition, requires substantially less cognitive deliberation than deliberate behavior. In effect, 
acquired behaviors are “soft” instinctive behaviors created from deliberate behaviors. A living being 
performs an acquired behavior faster than a deliberate behavior because of lesser reliance on active 
deliberation. However, the performance of acquired behaviors is slower than that of instinctive 
behaviors. 
 An example of a behavior is shooting a basketball. A player engages instinctive behaviors; 
such as grasping the ball and maintaining their balance. The novice player learns through practice; that 
is, by shooting the basketball several times. The player crafts the shooting technique by creating 
several deliberate behaviors. She actively thinks about how to hold the ball, the placement of her feet, 
the follow through of the shot, and so on. Once the player identifies the behavior that produces the 
best results, she actively attempts to repeat it. Eventually, the player doesn’t have to think about each 
step in the act of shooting. The deliberate behavior becomes an acquired behavior. Once shooting the 
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basketball becomes an acquired behavior, the player can use her deliberate faculties on the game 
situation and not on the mechanics of the shot.  
 When a stimulus occurs, the agent triggers an appropriate behavior to respond, which is the 
output of a Response Selection function. Initially, as depicted in Figure 1, there are only instinctive 
behaviors to choose from. For example, a baby’s response to 
most negative stimuli is to cry. We claim, without 
substantiation, that crying is an instinctive behavior in babies 
because they appear to do it without being taught. Over time, 
deliberate behaviors appear. A baby learns to hear and 
pronounce words. The same stimulus that caused 
the baby to cry earlier might now cause the 
utterance of words, along with crying. Eventually, deliberate behaviors become acquired behaviors. 
When a toddler calls her mother by name (mom, mama, etc.), the behavior appears instinctive and not 
deliberate. However, since the baby did not call the mother by name at birth, the behavior is acquired 
and not instinctive. 
The response selection function is flexible enough to change its output from an instinctive response 
to an acquired response or a deliberate response for the same stimulus. Where the baby first responded 
to discomfort by crying only, the baby now responds by crying and calling for its  mother , or, better 
yet, by just calling for its mother. The crying behavior 
is not lost; there is a new behavior available that 
produces better results. For the response selection 
function to change its choice of the default 
(instinctive) response, it needs some information 
about the outcomes of the available behaviors as 
depicted on Figure 2. 
In living beings, stimuli are embedded in the time-
series of physical and mental perceptions that include 
actions performed and data points about 
the environment and the being’s internal 
state. The information about outcomes is a 
projection of the utility of the  behavior in the given situation. Therefore, we can view the 
process of creating behaviors as the result of the analysis of a time-series of perceptions. This analysis 
results in the identification of many deliberate 
behaviors that mature into acquired behavior once 
their utility is demonstrated. 
Deliberate behaviors that are performed 
infrequently remain available but always require a 
high degree of cognitive deliberation to perform 
them. Deliberate behaviors that are performed 
frequently become acquired behavior and require a 
substantially lesser degree of cognitive deliberation 
to perform them.  This model requires another 
function, one that creates the deliberate behaviors 
and compiles a useful deliberate behavior into an 
acquired behavior. 
The Behavior Composition function administers the body of behaviors in the manner we have 
described thus far as depicted on Figure 3. It 
creates, modifies and deletes acquired and 
deliberate behaviors, as it processes the time-series 
of perceptions. Since the number of behaviors grows rapidly, behaviors with low utility are expunged. 
Figure 1 - Simple Stimulus Response Behavior  
Figure 2 - Expanded Stimulus Response Behavior 
Figure 3 - Complete Stimulus Response Behavior 
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Based on our initial definition of behaviors, instinctive behaviors are static. The number of acquired 
behaviors steadies over time as adaptation to the environment occurs. 
In (M’Balé & Josyula, 2014a), we described a design for the construction of an artificial brain 
system we called the General Purpose Metacognitive Engine (GPME).The GPME implements a 
complete Stimulus Response Behavior Model and performs the response selection and behavior 
composition functions on behalf of other agents. Behavior selection requires the ability to identify host 
behavior in the time-series of perceptions, and then to predict the outcome once it is applied. In 
(M’Balé & Josyula, 2014b), the processes for behavior composition and response selection are called 
Ganesh and Vishnu, respectively. The process called Kali maintains the GPME’s internal clock and 
expunges low utility artifacts. Such an integrated agent, GPME and host, should produce superior 
performance in comparison to the host by itself.  
From an architectural perspective, all behaviors or capabilities of the host are instinctive behaviors. 
The GPME composes deliberate and acquired behaviors and supplies them to the host in response to 
stimuli it observes in the time-series of perceptions the host supplies. Going forward, the term 
perception refers to the information the host provides the GPME about the host’s observations of its 
environment and its own internal state, as well as the actions the host performs. The only actions the 
GPME can perform are to communicate with the host and with the swarm.  
The time-series contains new patterns of stimulus-response pairs that become deliberate behaviors 
and known patterns. The GPME validates known patterns by predicting the future state of the time-
series and verifying the prediction against the perception. If they differ, the knowledge base must be 
adjusted.  
Therefore, the GPME must be able to process the time series of perceptions to detect behaviors and 
associate outcomes with them. The behaviors appear as ordered sequences of perceptions. At 
initialization, there is no designation of which sequences are significant. The GPME has to make this 
determination dynamically. Once it finds a sequence, it can use it to create or adjust behaviors. It is 
very important, therefore, that a sequence is significant and not just some noise in the time-series. To 
verify significance, the GPME uses it to predict the future state of the time-series. 
2 Perception Time-Series 
Assume the GPME identifies the sequence (a, b, c, d). Sometime later, the time-series consists of 
(…, a, b, c) where the current time index is at perception c. The GPME can predict that at the next 
time index the perception d should appear. This validates (a, b, c, d) as a significant sequence that 
should be used in behavior composition. If the next time index results in perception k instead of d, an 
anomaly has occurred. 
Therefore, composing behaviors requires the ability to detect anomalies. An anomaly is a 
difference between the expected state of the time-series, and, the actual state of the time-series, at a 
particular moment in time. 
A sequence that occurs only once in the time-series can be significant but it is of little use to the 
agent function of the GPME since it cannot be acted upon. The GPME is looking for sequences that 
occur more than once. We refer to a sequence that recurs in the time-series as a cycle. 
For example, the time-series (a, b, c, a, b, c) contains the cycle (a, b, c). Winter, spring, summer 
and fall represent a climatic cycle because the sequence recurs over time. The length of a sequence is 
the number of perceptions it contains. The sequence (a, b, c) has length of 3. The climatic sequence 
has length of 4. The frequency of a cycle is the number of times a sequence occurs over a period of 
time.  
We can now define a pattern in the time-series as an ordered set of cycles. A pattern can be 
intertwined with another pattern. In the GPME specification, intertwined patterns are referred to as 
rhythmic. These patterns are essentially occurring in parallel and are highly significant. 
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The depth of a pattern is the number of cycles it contains. 
For example, the time-series I = (a, b, c, a, b, c, a, b, k, a, b, c, 
a, b, c, a, b, k) has a pattern depth of 2 since it has two cycles; 
(a, b, c) with a length of 3 and (a, b, c, a, b, c, a, b, k) with a 
length of 9.However, the sequence (a, b, k) is not a cycle. 
Cycles in a time-series do not need to have the same length. 
Therefore, when analyzing the time-series, we must 
correctly identify cycles and use them to construct behaviors. 
Without cycles, the input is noise. For example, there is 
nothing we can expect to learn from a time-series such as (a, b, 
c, d, e, f, g,…, z). Intuitively, we understand that if a living 
being is never exposed to the same experience twice in their 
lifetime, it will not develop acquired behaviors since they 
depend on repetition or imitation (in the context of the GPME, 
imitation is sharing behaviors with the swarm). 
As intelligent beings, we can find the two cycles of the 
time-series (I, I) by observation. As described, the time-
series (I, I) has many more cycles; (a), (b), (c), (d), (k), 
(a, b,), (a, b, c), (b, c), (a, b, c, d, a), and so on. We need 
the GPME to identify these cycles but also to quickly eliminate the useless ones. A key challenge is to 
develop an algorithm that enables this analysis to occur without fore-knowledge of the length of the 
cycles or the depth of the pattern or the number of patterns that will occur in the time-series. The 
prototype focuses on demonstrating algorithms developed to address this challenge. 
3 Vishnu Web 
The GPME stores deliberate behavior as automatically generated cases created from patterns in the 
time-series. The stable and high-utility cases become acquired behaviors, organized into a memory we 
call the Vishnu Web (V-Web). The V-Web is a memory composed of interconnected neurons. It is the 
primary source of information the Vishnu process uses to perform its response selection function. 
Vishnu primes the neurons as it processes the time-series of perceptions. When a neuron is fully 
primed, it fires and Vishnu generates a prediction.  
In the GPME, Ganesh is responsible for building the V-Web. First, Ganesh creates cases to 
identify candidate cycles. Then, it creates neurons from cases. It classifies anomalies on a strength 
scale. Strong anomalies immediately result in the creation of a new neuron from the case. Weak 
anomalies result in the creation of a case and the creation of a neuron once the case is proven to be 
accurate. If the behavior to be selected is in the V-Web, it is selected in a single lookup (O(1)) every 
time. It also takes the same amount of time to determine that the V-Web does not contain a suitable 
response behavior. 
Figure 4 depicts the V-Web as it exists once the trivial pattern (a,b,c,d) is acquired. The graph uses 
circles to represent perceptions. Each perception occurs only once regardless of the number of 
occurrences in the input stream. The graph uses squares to represent neurons.  An incoming edge into 
a neuron specifies the priming requirements for the neuron. For example, neuron N1 is primed when 
perception “a” is present. The priming edge has an attribute that is the priming order. In the case of 
N1, there is only one priming edge and its order is 1. The graph uses solid arrows to represent priming 
edges. 
An edge emanating from a neuron to a perception specifies the perception to predict. The 
prediction edge has an attribute that is the prediction order. In the case of N1, there is only one 
prediction edge and its order is 1. Each prediction edge points to one and only one prediction for a 
Figure 4 - Trivial Time-Series V-Web 
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future moment. Since the prototype only predicts for the next moment, each neuron only has one 
prediction edge with order 1. In the case of the GPME, which can predict a long time series of future 
frames, the neuron can have several prediction edges pointing to various frames (including the same 
frame several times), with unique order attribute values. 
Assume the V-Web above exists, and the input received is the cycle (a, b, c, d). At time index 1 
(a), Vishnu primes N1, N2, N3, and N4 with a charge of +1. Each neuron now has a charge of 1. 
When a neuron’s charge equals the number of incoming edges, the neuron fires. Since this condition is 
met for N1, it fires and Vishnu predicts “b” for time index 2. Since it fired, N1 is now inactive. At the 
next time index, since “b” is not incoming edge to N1, it remains deactivated. Neurons N2, N3, and 
N4 receive a charge of +1. Since the firing rule is met for N2, Vishnu predicts “c” for time index 3. 
Therefore, N1 is the acquired version of p(a)=b. N2 is the acquired version of p(ab)=c. N3 is the 
acquired version of p(abc)=d. N4 is the acquired version of p(abcd)=a. These were the significant 
cycles that should be used for behavior composition.  
An important design aspect of the V-Web, that reflects the emulation of the biological neuron, is 
that a neuron’s incoming edges can be other neurons. Each neuron carries historical information 
within. For example, an activated N3 neuron carries the knowledge that neurons N1 and N2 were also 
activated in the past without depending upon neurons N1 and N2 being active in the current time 
index, or to even exist in the current time index. A neuron remains primed as long as the input matches 
the priming order. Once an input does not match, the neuron is de-activated. For example, if the input 
is (a, b, k, c) and the V-Web is as above, at time index 3, when “k” appears, all neurons become 
inactive and Vishnu predicts nothing. 
4 Related Work 
Recurrent network have often been used for prediction of time series (Boné & Cardot, 2011). In 
(Abou-nasr, 2010), a special Elman Jordan recurrent neural network is used to predict the future 18 
values given a time-series of 111 historical values. The number of nodes in the hidden layers was 
determined experimentally using test data. The best performing network was then used to predict the 
18 values. In (Bernal, Fok, & Pidaparthi, 2012), an echo state network is used to predict stock prices 
of the S&P 500 index. A Kalman filter is used as a baseline for comparison of results. These 
references present a variety of methodologies that use neural networks for time-series prediction. 
Unfortunately, since they all rely on supervised learning, they are not applicable to the GPME. The 
GPME cannot use supervised learning. 
In (Pecar, 2003), a method for analyzing time series using case base analysis is proposed to 
overcome the limitation of rules based time-series analysis, in particular, the dependency on 
supervised learning. The resulting approach is free from underlying models and assumptions about the 
nature and behaviors of the time series. Similarly, the GPME design precludes supervised training. 
The inability to train the GPME in situations we ourselves have never encountered also led to the 
incorporation of CBR.  
In (Giles, Lawrence, & Tsoi, 2001), the input time-series is converted into a sequence of symbols 
using a self-organizing map to support grammatical inference. The approach leverages the ability of 
recurrent neural network to learn unknown grammars. We can view the V-Web as the grammar and 
the cases are possible grammatical rules. Normally, inference from a limited set of data is an ill-
formed problem because there are an infinite number of solutions that fit the limited data but do not 
generalize to a larger data set. In the case of the GPME, the data set is limited to the inputs the host 
and the swarm provide. For example, assume our robot lacks a radiation detector. However, it 
routinely passes through a high radiation area that is the actual cause of several anomalies. We cannot 
use the radiation level in behavior composition but we can use location to achieve the same result. The 
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GPME applies a symbolic encoding approach where it comes to the attributes (dimensions) contained 
in the time-series.  
In (Prasad & Prasad, 2014), a deep recurrent network use the back-propagation through time and 
space training method to predict epileptic seizures from electroencephalography. The behavior 
composition component can apply the concept of back propagation through time training method to 
cases to derive neurons for the V-Web. 
The major problem with applying classical recurrent neural network as-is is the presence of a 
hidden layer, the fixed nature of the neuron, the supervised learning requirement and the static number 
of neurons. The V-Web is built on an abstract data type we refer to as a Simple Neural Network 
Memory. The simple neural memory uses a simple activation function (number of primed incoming 
synapses). It lacks a hidden layer or bias. It is fully transparent as the state of the neurons (activated, 
deactivated or primed) is always known, and the synaptic path of neuron activation can always be 
backtracked to the origin. As each neuron is created, it embodies the previous state of the telemetry. 
For example, if neuron N3 is activated, the stream had to contain (a, b) in the previous two time 
intervals. All of the activated neurons at a point in time form the working set of perceptions. Since the 
same data structure is used later on to organize behaviors, activated neurons form the working set of 
behaviors at any given moment. 
5 Conclusion 
The GPME is a biologically inspired multilevel intelligence; the Ganesh cases, the V-Web and the 
swarm combine with the specific intelligence of the host agent to make advanced intelligent behavior 
emerge. We seek to create a simple intelligence that when combined with other simple intelligences, 
results in higher intelligence.   
 In the prototype, we demonstrated the necessary core functionality of GPME. We 
demonstrated how Ganesh cases support symbolic AI processing to generate the V-Web which is a 
non-symbolic data structure. We also demonstrated how a compact memory, the V-Web, can provide 
a high density of information for reasoning and prediction 
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